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Fontos tudnivalók 

 

 Az utasításokat pontosan kell követni.  

 Csak az utasításban megadott helyre beírt megoldás fogadható el. 

 Szótár nem használható. 

 Minden kérdésre csak egy helyes válasz adható. 

 Csak az olvasható írás értékelhető. 

 Az aláhúzott, üresen hagyott helyekre vagy üres, nem besatírozott négyzetekbe kell 

beírni a válaszokat. 

 Javítani lehet, de csak egyértelmű megoldások fogadhatók el.  

 A megadott szószámot nem szabad túllépni. Az összevont alakok egy szónak 

számítanak (pl. “it’s” egy szó, “it is” két szó). 

 

Welcome to the Listening Component of the Matura Examination 

 There will be three tasks, and each recording will be played twice. 

 You will hear and you can also read the instructions to the task. 

 The instructions will be followed by a silent period on the CD in order to give you 

 some time to look at the task in your test booklet before hearing the text. 

 There is an example in each task marked with a tick []. 
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Task 1 – Nice café 

 
 

In this section, you will hear a conversation in which a boy, Curtis and a girl, Spencer discuss 

what makes a good café. Your task will be to complete the sentences with the EXACT words 

you hear in the text. Write only ONE word in each gap. You will hear the recording twice. You 

have two minutes to read the questions before the recording starts. There is an example (0) for 

you.  

 

(0) Curtis would like to know what really makes a good café or a good coffee shop.  

 

1. In Spencer’s opinion, people who run a café are generally ________________.  
 

 

2. Some of Spencer’s favourite cafés like getting ________________________ 

with the community. 

 

 

3. Curtis thinks that the __________________________ plays a very important 

part in a café’s popularity. 

 

 

4. For Spencer, it is the caffeine ___________________________ that comes first. 
 

 

5. Spencer could never study in a library, she falls ________________________ 

because of the silence. 

 

 

6. When reading, Curtis feels comfortable in a ______________________ chair. 
 

7. According to Spencer, in a café it is very likely to meet someone who is going 

to _______________________________ you from your studies. 

 

 

8. Spencer’s favourite home town bar has a huge _________________________. 
 

 

9. Guests of this bar can sit outdoors at a ____________________________ table, 

drinking beer and wine. 

 

 

10. Spencer’s other favourite home town place, which is a cocktail bar, is located by 

the ocean, and is not very _________________________.  

 

Source of recording: http://elllo.org/english/1251/1260-Spencer-Curtis-2-GoodCafe.htm 
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Task 2 – Black Friday 

In this section, you will hear part of a radio programme about shopping and bargain hunting.  

On the test paper you have ten multiple choice questions about the programme. Choose the 

best response a, b, c or d. You will hear the recording twice. You have two minutes to read the 

questions before the recording starts. There is an example (0) for you. 

(0)  What is Black Friday? 

  a) a Friday when shops are closed 

b) a Friday when shops close earlier 

c) a special sale day in shops 

d) a bargain-type 

11.  What kind of shops offer Black Friday? 

  a) only online shops 

b) real shops 

c) clothes shops 

d) real and virtual shops 

12.  Where did Black Friday start originally? 

  

 

 

13. 

 

 

 

14. 

 

 

a) in Costco 

b) in the USA 

c) in the Atlantic Ocean 

d) in Paris 

When was the first British Black Friday 

organised? 

a) a year ago 

b) four years ago 

c) last year 

d) forty years ago 

When did this year’s sales start in Britain? 

a) one minute before midnight 

b) one minute after midday 

c) one minute after midnight 

d) one minute before 12 pm. 

15.  Where did the police had to be called? 

  a) to British supermarkets 

b) to American supermarkets 

c) to the IKEA 

d) to the Costco 

16.  What did police officers do in the stores? 

 

 

 

a) checked people at the entrance 

b) checked people at the exit 

c) crushed shoppers in the crowd 

d) worked with the staff 
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17.  How did British customers feel about Black 

Friday? 

a) They were very pleased. 

b) They felt very angry. 

c) They boycotted it. 

d) They asked the stores to start it a day earlier. 

18.  Which statement is true for the ‘Boycott Black Thursday’ Facebook page? 

  

 

 

 

19. 

a) It was created by IKEA and Costco. 

b) It was created by British store workers. 

c) It was created against commercialising a traditional American family holiday,   

Thanksgiving. 

d) It was created for the customers’ rights to enable them to do their bargain hunting even on 

the day before Black Friday. 

What was the cause for shoppers’ and store workers’ dissatisfaction in the USA? 

a) They wanted the sale to start a day earlier, on Thursday. 

b) The thought it was wrong for shops to force employees to work on Thanksgiving. 

c) They wanted to continue the Black Friday sale even on Saturday. 

d) Because of the Thanksgiving celebrations, the shops did not open on Black Friday at all. 

 Source of recording: http://www.breakingnewsenglish.com/1411/141129-black-friday.html 

 

 

Write your answers here: 

0 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

c          
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Task 3 – Artificial intelligence 

 

 

 

In this section you will hear part of a radio programme about artificial intelligence. Your task 

will be to decide whether the following statements are true (T) or false (F). Write the 

appropriate letter into the boxes on the right. Write T if the statement is true, write F if the 

statement is false.   

You will hear the recording twice. You have two minutes to read the questions before the 

recording starts. 

There is an example (0) for you. 

   True: T  False: F   

(0) Ray Kurzweil is an expert on human intelligence. F  

20.  The scientist thinks robots will be able to learn from things they have experienced.   

21. In 1999, he predicted that computers will not be smarter than humans.   

22. Now he thinks they will be able to tell jokes and stories, but will never be able to 

     flirt. 

  

23. Many years ago he thought it was crazy to predict that computers would be as  

     intelligent as humans. 

  

24. According to the scientist, now everyday high-tech things show us that computers 

have intelligence. 

  

 

Source of recording: http://www.breakingnewsenglish.com/1402/140226-artificial-intelligence.html 

 

 

 

 

 

This is the end of this part of the exam. 
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